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Abstract 
WC introduce the concept of quasi-Cayley graphs, a class of vertex-transitive graphs which 
contains Cayley graphs, and study some of their properties. By finding vertex-transitive graphs 
which are not quasi-Cayley graphs we give a negative answer to a question by Fuller and 
Krishnamurthy on the quasi-group representation of a vertex-transitive graph. 
1. Introduction 
A graph r is a pair (V, E) where V is a finite set whose elements are called vertices, 
and E is a subset of the set of unordered pairs of distinct elements of V. This definition 
ensures that the only graphs considered are undirected graphs without loops or multiple 
edges. 
An uutorrzorylk~ of a graph r = ( V,E) is a bijection 9 : V 1 V that preserves 
adjacency, that is, {u, L?} E E ++ {y(u), y(c)} E E. The set of all automorphisms of r 
forms a group under composition of mappings, called the automorphism group of P 
denoted by Acrt(T). If AU(T) is transitive on V, then r is called a vrrtrx-trunsitirr 
graph. It is immediate that a vertex-transitive graph must be regular. 
For a group G and a generating subset S c G such that 1 $4 S and S-’ = S, the 
Ccr_l~k~ gruph Ccr~f G, S) is defined as follows. The vertex set of CU_JJ(G, 5’) is G, and 
two vertices y. h E G are adjacent in CYrq’(G. S) if and only if 9-l h E S. It is easy to see 
that, for each LJ in G, the permutation 4, of G defined by $y(h)=cgh is an automorphism 
of CLZJ(G, S). The set of all 4!, (g E G) constitues a subgroup of the full group of 
automorphisms of C+( G, 5’) which acts regurlarly on G, and so every Cayley graph 
is vertex-transitive. Conversely, every vertex-transitive graph which admits a regular 
subgroup of automorphisms is a Cayley graph of that group (see 13, p. 1081). Not 
every vertex-transitive graph is a Cayley graph, although Sabidussi has characterized 
all vertex-transitive graphs as quotient graphs of Cayley graphs (see [ 141). The smallest 
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example of vertex-transitive non-Cayley graphs (VTNCG) is the well-known Petersen 
graph. For a few years there has been an increasing interest in the construction of 
infinite families of VTNCG; the most recent ones appear in [I 1, 131. 
In this paper we introduce a new class of vertex-transitive graphs: the quasi-Cayley 
graphs. Every Cayley graph is a quasi-Cayley graph and we prove that the converse is 
not true by showing that some VTNCG in the literature are quasi-Cayley graphs. Dorller 
proved in [7] that every regular digraph has a quasi-group representation; in fact, quasi- 
Cayley graphs are those which have a quasi-group representation involving a right- 
associative subset. We show, in Section 6, that there are vertex-transitive graphs which 
are not quasi-Cayley graphs. This is a negative answer to Fuller and Krishnamurthy’s 
question: has every vertex-transitive graph a quasi-group representation involving a 
right-associative subset? (See [S]). 
2. Definition 
2.1. Quasi-group digraphs 
Quasi-group digraphs were defined by Dijrfler in [7] (see also [15]). A quasi-group 
Q is defined as a groupoid (i.e. a set with a binary composition) in which, for arbitrary 
two elements a, b E Q, the equations ax = b and ya = b have uniquely defined solutions 
x and y. 
Let Q be a quasi-group and S c Q be a subset of the set Q. The quasi-group digraph 
QD(Q, S) is the directed graph with vertex-set Q and arc-set {(q, qs) /q E Q, s E S}. 
This notion is closely related to the notion of group-action graph (GAG) introduced 
by Annexstein et al. in [l]. A GAG( v,n) is given by a set V of vertices and a set 
Zl of permutations of V: for each v E V and each rc E IZ , there is an arc from vertex 
u to vertex 7r(u). 
Let QD(Q, S) be a quasi-group digraph. For each s E S, let us denote by rcs the 
permutation of Q defined by 7c,(q)=qs. Let ZI={rc$ /s E S}. It is clear that QD(Q,S)= 
GWQ, W. 
Conversely, if GAG( V,lI) is a GAG without multiple arcs, we can define a bi- 
nary operation * on V for which (V, *) is a quasi-group. Let V = { 1,2,. . . , n}, Zl = 
{R,712,. . . ,q} and S= {1,2 ,..., k}. For iEV, SES we define i*s by i*s=n,(i). 
This defines all elements in the first k columns of the composition table of the binary 
operation *. Each of these columns contains each element of V exactly once since 
rc, is a permutation. Each element of V OCCUTS at most once in the same row since 
GAG( V, ZI) is a GAG without multiple arcs. That means that we have defined a n x k 
latin rectangle. It is well known that we can complete this n x k latin rectangle into 
a n x n latin square (see [6, Hall theorem, p. 2201). The resulting latin square is the 
composition table of a quasi-group on V and, by our construction, it is clear that 
GAG(V,IZ) = QD(V,S). 
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In conclusion, quasi-group digraphs are GAG without multiple arcs. 
Obviously, all vertices of QD(Q,S) have the same indegree and the same outdegree 
equal to (SI, i.e. QD(Q,S) is a regular digraph. Conversely, every regular digraph is a 
quasi-group digraph (see [7]). 
If Q is a quasi-group, a subset S of Q is called right-associative if, for every a,h in 
Q, (trb)S = a(M). If the subset S of Q used in constructing the quasi-group digraph 
QD(Q,S) is right-associative, then the quasi-group graph is vertex transitive (see [ 151). 
The quasi-group graphs without loops in which the subset S is right-associative 
will be called quasi-Cayley graphs. In a further section we will give some examples of 
vertex-transitive graphs which are not quasi-Cayley graphs; this is a negative answer to 
Fuller and Krishnamurthy’s question: has every vertex-transitive graph a representation 
QD(Q, S) in which the subset S is right-associative? (See [8].) 
2.2. Quasi-Cuyley graphs 
Let Q be a quasi-group with a right-identity element (i.e. there exists 1 E Q such 
that, for any a in Q, al = a). Let S be a generating right-associative subset of Q, 
which does not contain 1 and such that, for any s in S, the solution of the equation 
sx = 1 is in S. The quasi-Cayley gwph QC(Q, S) is the graph with vertex-set Q and 
edge-set {{q,qs}lqE Q, SES}. 
Quasi-Cayley graphs have the following trivial properties: 
~ Loops are excluded since the right-identity element is left out of S. 
~ The quasi-Cayley graph QC(Q, S) IS connected since S is a generating subset of Q. 
~ The adjacency relation is symmetric then a quasi-Cayley graph is undirected. Indeed, 
suppose there exists si ES such that u = z’s,. There exists s3 E S such that si.s‘s = 1 
and, since S is right-associative, there exists s2 E S such that t(sis3) = (tlsi )sz. Then 
we have c = c(sis3) = (usi)sz = US?. 
~ Since S is right-associative, QC(Q, S) is a vertex-transitive graph. 
~ When Q is a group we obtain a Cayley graph. 
2.3. E.xarnple 
Let Q be the quasi-group on Zz x Zs, with the binary operation * defined by 
(a, h) * (c, d) = (a + c, b @ 2’4, 
where + is addition modulo 2, @ is addition modulo 5 and, for a E Zz, 2” is the 
element of Z5 defined by 2’ = 1 and 2’ = 2. Fig. 1 shows the associated composition 
table. 
It can be seen that (0,O) is a right and left-identity element. Let S = ((0, I), (0,4), 
(1,O)). We have (0,1)*(0,4)=(0,4)*(0,1)=(0,0) and (1,0)*(1,0)=(0,0), then, 
for each s E S the solution of the equation sx = (0,O) is in S. We now show that S is 
right-associative: 
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Fig. 1. Composition table of the quasi-group on 22 x Zs 
Fig. 2. Quasi-Cayley graph defined on the quasi-group (Z2 x Zs, *). 
~=[(u,b>*(c,d)l*(e,f)=(a+c,b~2ad)*(e,f) 
=(a+c+e,bcB2=d$2a+cf), 
Y=(a,b)*[(c,d)*(e,f)l=(a,6)*(cfe,d~2Cf) 
= (a + c + e, b $2”(d CB 2Cf)) = (a + c + e, b CE 2’d CB 2a2cf). 
(a,c)~Z~~Z2.If(a,c)#(l,l)then,inZ~ wehave2a+C=2a2CthenX=Y. 
If (a,c) =(l, 1) then, in Zs we have 2’+’ =2’= 1 and 2’2’ =4. We get 
[(Lb) * (L41 * (1,O) = (Lb) * [(Ld) * (l,O)l, 
[(Lb) * (L41 * (RI) = (Lb) * [(Ad) * (0,4)1, 
[(Lb) * (Ld)l *C&4) =(l,b) * [(Ld) * (O,l)l. 
Fig. 2 shows the graph QC( Q, S) we obtain; it is the Petersen graph, and is well known 
that this graph is not a Cayley graph. 
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3. Characterization of quasi-Cayley graphs 
Let r = (V,E) be a graph. A subset F of the automorphism group of r is said to 
be a regular jkmily on V if, for any two vertices 11 and c in V, there exists one and 
only one automorphism f‘ in F such that J’(U) = r. Notice that if F is regular on V 
then /F( = /VI. 
Theorem 1. Let r = (V, E) be u connected graph. The automorphism group of’ r 
contains m regulur jkmily on V if and only !f r is a quasi-Cuyle)* graph. 
This theorem is a generalization of the characterization of Cayley graphs due to 
Sabidussi [14]: the automorphism group of r contains a subgroup which acts regularly 
on V if and only if f is a Cayley graph (see [3, p. 1081). 
Proof. (1) If r = QC(Q, S) is a quasi-Cayley graph then, for each a in Q, we may 
define a permutation 4a of Q by $&q) = aq. This permutation is an automorphism of 
r for 
(u, v} is an edge of r ti v E US 
‘3 au E a(uS) 
($ucE(uu)S 
H {au,av} is an edge of r. 
The set of all 4a (a E Q) constitues a regular family on Q since, for any U, c in Q, 
there exists one and only one element a in Q such that au = z’. 
(2‘) Suppose F = (V, E) is a connected graph, and F is a regular family on V. Let 
V = {I, 2,. . , n} be the vertex set of r. Then, for 1 < i < n, there is a unique fi E F 
such that ,fi(l)=i. In V={1,2 ,..., n} we define the binary operation * by: i* j =,f;(,j). 
V = { 1,2,. . , n} with the operation * is a quasi-group for: 
- The equation i * x = j has a unique solution since ,fi is a permutation of V. 
- The equation x * i = j has a unique solution since there is a unique Jr E F such that 
_fXi) = j. 
By definition i * 1 = fi( 1) = i; then 1 is a right-identity element. 
Let S be the neighbourhood of 1 in r. 1 $ S and S is right-associative. Indeed, 
~ (i * j) * S = (fi( j)) * S is 4(S) where 4 is the unique automorphism in F such that 
4(l) = .fi(j). Then 4(S) is the neighbourhood of fi( j). 
- i :k (j * S) = fi(fJ(S)), but fj(S) is the neighbourhood of j then f;(,fj(S)) is the 
neighbourhood of fi( j). 
If YES, the solution of the equation s *x = 1 is f-‘(l). But {l,.s} E E H {f,P’(l), 
j;-‘(s)} EE H {f,-‘(l),l} EE then f-‘(l) is in S. 
Now we show that S is a generating set of V. Let v E V. The proof is by induction 
on d( 1, E). If d( 1, v) = 1 then c E S. Suppose that any I) E V satisfying d( 1, V) < ci can 
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be written as a combination of elements of S. Let u be such that d( 1, U) = 6. There is 
a neighbour v of u such that d( 1, u) = 6 - 1: 
H there exists s ES such that fOPi = s 
ti there exists s ES such that u = f”(s) = v * s. 
By the induction hypothesis v can be written as a combination of elements of S, thus 
u too. 
In conclusion, S satisfies the conditions required by the definition of quasi-Cayley 
graphs and r = QC( V, S) since 
{u, v> E E * {fu-’ (4, fu-’ WI E E 
@ {Lf,-‘(4) GE 
*fu-‘(v)ES 
H u E fU(S). 0 
4. Product of quasi-Cayley graphs 
Given two graphs ri = (VI, El ) and r, = (V2, E2) we may define three products 
of graphs I’, and r,: the cartesian product r, x r2, the weak product I’, + r2, and 
the lexicographic product rl[r2]. The vertex set of each of these products is the 
Cartesian product VI x V2 of the vertex sets. Let xi, yi E Vi for i = 1,2. 
Then: 
- {(xi,x2),(yi,y2)} is an edge of ri x r2 if and only if (xi = yl and {x2,y2} E E2) 
or ({xi,yi} EEL and x2 = y2). 
~ {(a>x2)>(Yl>Y2)) is an edge of ri * r’ if and only if {xi, yi } EEI and 
{x2,~2)~E2. 
- {(x1,x2),(yl,y2)} is an edge of ri[r,] if and only if (xi = yl and {x2,y2} E E2) or 
({a,~11 GE,). 
Let 4i, i = 1,2, be an automorphism of I;:. We may define a permutation 41 ‘42 of 
VI x V2 by 41 &((xI,x~)) =(&(x,),&(x2)). It is easy to see that this permutation 
is an automorphism of the product of graphs r, and r2, for any of the three prod- 
ucts. If Fi, i = 1,2, is a subset of the automorphism group of rj which is a regular 
family on yi then, obviously, F1 F2 is a subset of the automorphism group of the 
product of graphs I’, and r2 which is a regular family on VI x V2 (for any of the 
three products). 
In conclusion, if ri and r2 are quasi-Cayley graphs then any of the three products 
of ri and r2 is a quasi-Cayley graph. 
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5. Quasi-Cayley graphs which are not Cayley graphs 
5.1. Netucirculun t graphs 
Let Z, and Z,, be the rings of integers modulo nz and IZ, respectively, where m >, 1 
and n 2 2. Let x E 2,: where Z,* is the group of units of the ring Z,,, and let us define 
two permutations p and T on Z, x Z, by p(i,j) = (i,_j + 1) and z(i,,j) = (i + 1,x,;). 
Metacirculant graphs are defined by Alspach and Parsons in [2]. They are the vertex- 
transitive graphs with vertex set Z,, x Z, (m 3 1, n 3 2) and for which the two permu- 
tations p and z are automorphisms. It is shown in [2] that infinitely many metacirculant 
graphs are not Cayley graphs. 
Proposition 2. Metacircubnt graphs ore quasi-CLg$ey yruphs. 
Proof. We consider the subset F of the automorphism group of a metacirculant graph 
on Z,,, x Z, defined by F = {p/z”; 0 d i < m, 0 < ,j < n}. We have ~j?(a,h) = (a + 
i,db + j). 
If we arbitrarily choose (a, b) and (c,d) in Z,, x Z,,, obviously, there exists a unique 
couple (i,,;), 0 < i < m, 0 < j < n such that @?(a, b)=(a+i, M’b+j)=(c,u’). Then F 
is a regular family on 2, xZ,, and, by theorem 1, metacirculant graphs are quasi-Cayley 
graphs. 3 
5.2. McKay-Pruecger graphs T(2m2) 
Let m >, 3 be an integer. McKay and Praeger define in [ 131 the graph T(2m”) as 
follows: the vertex set is Z,, x Z,,, x Z2 and the edge set is the set of all {(x, y, 0),(x 5 I. 
L’f W}, {(x,y,O),(x+1,y,O)}, {(&YJQ(x+ l,y- LO)}, {cqYJ),(x,.Y+ l.U}, 
{k.vJM~+ l,y+ Ll)}, -%YEzn. 
If m = 3 or m 3 5, the automorphism group of Y(2m’) is the group generated by 
the three permutations X,/J, y defined by 
@,y,k) = (x + l,y,k), 
&, 4’. k) = (x, y + 1, k), 
;‘(x,y,k) = (-y,x,k + 1). 
If WI = 3 or m 3 5 then T(2m2) is a vertex-transitive graph but not a Cayley graph 
(see [13]). 
Proposition 3. IJ m = 3 or m > 5 then T(2m2) is u quasi-Cuyley yruph. 
Proof. Let F be the subset of the automorphism group of T(2m2) defined by 
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We have: 
gqb(X, y, k) = (x + a, Y + b> k), 
ct”/?“y(~,y,k)=a~~~(-y,x,k+ I)=(-y+a,x+b,k+l). 
If we arbitrarily choose two vertices (x, y,k) and (x’, y’,k) in r(2m2), it is easy to see 
that there exists a unique couple (a, b) such that gabb(x, y, k) = (x’, y’,k). For any two 
vertices (x, y, k) and (x’, y’, k + 1) in T(2m’) there also exists a unique couple (a, b) 
such that a”&(~, y, k) =(a!, y’, k + 1). Therefore, F is a regular family on V( T(2m2)), 
and, by Theorem 1, T(2m2) is a quasi-Cayley graph. 0 
5.3. McKay-Praeger graphs C( p, q, 2) 
Let p and q be distinct primes with q > 3. McKay and Praeger define in [ 131 
the graph C(p,q,2) as follows: the vertex set is Zp x Zp x Z, and the edge set is 
{{(x,y,k),(z,x,k+ ~)}/.v,=Z~> k E 2,). If q does not divide p2 - 1 then C( p, q, 2) 
is vertex transitive but not a Cayley graph (see [ 131). 
Proposition 4. If p and q are distinct primes with q > 3, then C(p, q, 2) is a quasi- 
Cayley graph. 
Proof. Let p and u be the permutations of Z, xZ, xZ, defined by p(x, y, k) = (x, y, k+ 
1) and 
(x+ l,y+ 1,O) if k=O, 
~(x, y, k) = (x> Y + 1, k) if k= 1,3 ,..., q-2, 
(x + l,Y>k) if k=2,4 ,..., q- 1. 
The permutations p and d are automorphisms of C(p,q, 2). Consider the subset F of 
the automorphism group of C( p, q, 2) defined by 
We have 
if k = 0: pcgbp6’(x, y, 0) = (x + a, y + a + b, 1 + c), 
if k= 1,3,...,q-2: p’~~p@(x, y, k) = (x + b, y + a, k + 1 + c), 
ifk=2,4,...,q-3: pcobpaa(x, y, k) = (X + a, y + b, k + 1 + c), 
if k=q- 1: P~IT~P@(X, y, q - 1) = (x + a + b, y + b, c). 
Given any two vertices (x, y, k) and (x’, y’, k’) in Zp x Zp x Z, it is easy to verify 
that there exists a unique ordered triple (a, b, c) such that ~~a~p#(x, y, k) = (x’, y’, k’). 
Therefore, F is a regular family on V(C(p, q, 2)), and, by Theorem 1, C(p,q,2) is a 
quasi-Cayley graph. 0 
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6. Vertex-transitive graphs which are not quasi-Cayley graphs 
6.1. Kneser graphs 
Let k and n be positive integers with n >, 2k + 1 and k 3 2. The Kneser gruph 
K(n, k) is defined as follows: the vertex set is the set of subsets u of { 1,2,. . . , n} 
which have cardinality lzjl = k, and two vertices are adjacent when the subsets are 
disjoint. If n = 2k + 1 then K(2k + 1, k) is also called the odd graph Ok+,. 
Any permutation 7c of the set { 1,2,. . , tz} induces an automorphism of K(n, k) since 
the subsets n(u) and n(v) are disjoint if and only if u and z’ are. Thus, the symmetric 
group S,, is a subgroup of the automorphism group Aut(K(n, k)). In [4], Biggs shows 
that A~t(Ok+t ) = &+I and, using exercise 15.2 in [12], Godsil shows in [9] that 
Aut(K(n, k)) = S,. Obviously, K(n, k) is vertex transitive and Godsil proves in [9] that, 
except in the following cases, K(n, k) is not a Cayley graph: 
(1) k =2, n is a prime power and n = 3(mod4), 
(2) k = 3, n = 8 or n = 32. 
Petersen graph is K(5,2) and we have already seen, in Section 2.3, that it is a quasi- 
Cayley graph. The next proposition shows that there exist some Kneser graphs which 
are not quasi-Cayley graphs. Thus, not all transitive graphs are quasi-Cayley graphs. 
Proposition 5. IJ‘ k does not divide (1:::) or if k does not divide 2(iTt) then K(n,k) 
is not a quasi-Cuyley graph. 
The proof needs the following lemma: 
Lemma 6. Let k and n be two integers, 2 < k < n. Let C = (1). Let M be an C x II 
array dejined on the set { 1,2,. . , n} with the following properties: 
- Euch integer of’ { 1,2,. . , n} occurs exactly once in any row of M, 
~ if we take any k columns of M w,e get every k-subset of { 1,2,. . , n} exactly once. 
Then 
(i) k divides (;I:), 
(ii) k divides 2(:1;). 
Proof. Let M = (m;,~) an C x n array which satisfies the hypothesis of the lemma. 
Fig. 3 gives an example of such an array when n = 5 and k = 2. 
(i) Let aE{1,2,..., n}; let o,(u) denote the number of times a occurs in the ,jth 
column of izI. If we consider any k columns jt, j,,.. .,jk of M, every k-subset of 
{ 1,2,. , n} occurs exactly once. Thus, the sum oj,(u) + oj?(a) + . + oj,(a) is the 
number of k-subsets of { 1,2,. . . , n} which contain a, i.e. (:I:). Given two distinct 
elements i and j of { 1,2,. . . , n} let i,j, jl, j2, . . ,jk_, be distinct elements of { I,&. . . , n}. 
Then we have 
OiCa) +oj,(a> +O,:(a) + ‘.‘+ oj,_,(U)=Oj(U) + Oj,(U) + Oj,(a) + ... + Oi,_,(a) 
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12 3 4 5\ 
3 5 4 2 1 
4 1 2 5 3 
2 3 5 1 4 
5 4 1 3 2 
4 2 5 3 1 
2 5 1 4 3 
5 1 3 2 4 
1 3 4 5 2 
\3 4 2 15/ 
Fig. 3. Array which satisfies the hypothesis of the lemma when n = 5 and k = 2. 
column number -+ 1 2 3 . . . . . . . . . n 
row number 1 
1 1 
2 1 
. . . 1 
Z 1 
z+1 1 
z+2 1 
. . . 1 
22 1 
2z+1 1 
22+2 1 
. . . 1 
32 1 
Fig. 4. M with rearranged rows. 
and so Q(U) = oj(a). Thus, o,(a) is independent of j, and ~$(a) = (;I:), which im- 
plies (i). Note that this is true for any a; it follows that every element of { 1,2,. . . , n} 
occurs exactly i (:I:) times in each column of M. 
(ii) Let Z = $ (11:). Since 1 occurs Z times in each column we may permute the 
rows of A4 in order to obtain 
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nz)~I = rn2,l = . ” = nlZ,l = 1, 
nlz+ 1.2 = mz+2.2 = ..=m2z.2=1, 
. 
q-lK+l./l = qn-I)Z+2,n = . = rr~,z.,~ = 1. (see Fig. 4) 
Let a E {2,3,. , n}. There are (;I;) k-subsets of { 1,2, . , n} which contain the pair 
{ 1, Q}. For any 6, k < b < n the columns 1,2,. . . , k - 1, b of A4 constitue the set of all 
k-subsets of { 1,2,. . , n}; thus the pair { 1, a} occurs (:I;) times in these k columns. 
But 1 occurs only in the rows 1,2,3,...,(k-- 1)Z and (b- l)Z+l,(b-l)Z+2,...,hZ 
ofthearrayM. Let1={1,2,3 ,..., (k-l)Z}x{l,2 ,..., k-l} and 
J,,={l.2,3 1.1.) (k-l)Z,(b- l)Z+l,(b- l)Z+2 ,..., bZ}x{l,2 ,..., k- l.h}. 
Let O(a) be the number of times a occurs in {mi,, /.I (i,j) EZ}; let Oh(a) be the 
number of times a occurs in {m,,, /(i,j) EJh \ I}. Fig. 5 illustrates these 
notations. 
a occurs exactly once in each row of M and exactly Z times in each column 
of M. It follows that the number of a in the union of the (k - 1 )Z first rows 
and (k - 1) first columns is 2(k - 1)Z - U(a). On the other hand, this number is 
equal to 
O(u) + Ok(u) + &+~(a) +. . + O,,(a) = O(a) + (n - k + 1) [(;:;)-au,]. 
since, for any b we have 
n-2 
O(a)+ al(a)= k _2 . ( ) 
We get the equality: 
2(k-l)Z-O(o)-O(n)+(n-k+l)[(;z;) -O(s)]; 
that is to say 
- 2(k - l)Z, 
but 
hence, 
(n - k - 1)0(a) = 
2(n - 1) 
n - k + 1 - ~ 
n-2 
k >( > k-2 . 
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Fig. 5. Definition of O(a) and Oh(a). 
(n - k - 1)0(a) = 
(n-k-l)(k-2) 
k 
This implies that k divides (k - 2)(:x:) thus k divides 2( :I;). 0 
Proof of Proposition 5. Suppose that K(n, kj = (V,E) is a quasi-Cayley graph. Let 
C = (i), C is the order of K(n, kj. By Theorem 1, the automorphism group of K(a, k), 
that is &, contains a regular family on V. Let E = {fi, f2,. . . ,fc} be this fam- 
ily. Denote by A4 = (m,~) the C x 12 array defined by mi,j = Ji(j). If jl, j,,, . .,jk 
are distinct elements of { 1,2, _ . . ,n}, since F is a regular family on V, we have 
{,f;({,il, jl.. .,jk})/ i = 1,2,. . , C} = V. Therefore, M has the required properties to 
use Lemma 6. Thus, k divides (:.I\) and k divides 2(:1;) which proves 
Proposition 5. 0 
Corollary 7. /f’ k 3 3 is CI prime then the od&~rup)I~ Ok+, = K(2k + 1. k ) is rwt II 
Proof. If k 3 3 is a prime then k does not divide 
2 
2k ~ I 
( > k-2 
= 2(k + 2)(k + 3). (2k ~ 1) 
(k - 2)! 
since k does not divide any of the numbers k + 2, k + 3,. .2k 
follows immediately from Proposition 5. El 
1. The corollary 
Let k and n be positive integers with n 2 2k and k 3 2. The Johnson gruph .J( n. k ) 
is defined as follows: the vertex set V(J(n,k)) consists of all subsets of { 1.2,. . n} 
of order k, and two vertices are adjacent when their intersection has order k ~ 1. As 
for Kneser graphs, the symmetric group S,, is a subgroup of the automorphism group 
Aut(J(n, k)) and J(n, k) is a vertex-transitive graph. 
It is quite easy to see that Aut(J(2k, k)) # &A. Just notice that the permutation of 
V(J(Zk, k)) mapping a vertex to its complement is an automorphism of J(2k. k) which 
is not induced by a permutation of { 1.2,. . . ,2k}. 
In what follows, we assume n > 2k. In ./(n, k) the distance between two vertices II 
and I’ is given by u’(u, c) = k - lu n 131. If q5 is an automorphism of J(n, k) then 
~(u.I.) = li($(u).$(r)); therefore 1$(u) n $(v)l = III n 1’1. By exercise 15.2 in [12], $ 
is induced by a permutation of {I, 2,. , n}. Thus, Aut(J(n, k)) = S,,. The arguments 
of the proof of Proposition 5 can be used to establish the following result: 
Proposition 8. Let k und n he positive integers ,tdh n > 2k und k 3 2. 
If’ k tloc~.s not dicide (:I:) or k doioes not divide 2(I;T5) tl WI .J(n.k) is not u cpwsi- 
Cuyltys <jwph. 
Corollary 9. (i) IJ’n > 5 is even then the Johnson yruph J(n,2) is not u yuusi-Cuylc~~ 
CJruph. 
(ii) lf’k > 3 is N prime then the Johnson gruph J(2k + 1, k) is not u yuusi-c’c~~~kc~?~ 
gruph. 
Proof. (i) follows directly from first part of Proposition 8. Proof of (ii) is the same 
as for Corollary 7. 0 
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Remark. J(n,2) is the line graph of the complete graph with n vertices. We have 
already seen that, except in a few cases, Kneser graphs are not Cayley graphs. The 
proof in [9] can be used for Johnson graphs J(n,k) where n > 2k + 1, thus, except in 
the following cases 
(1) k = 2, n is a prime power and IZ E 3 (mod 4), 
(2) k = 3, n = 8 or n = 32, 
the Johnson graph J(n, k), n > 2k + 1 is not a Cayley graph. 
7. Forwarding index of quasi-Cayley graphs 
Chung et al. introduced in [5] the notion of forwarding index. A routing R of a 
graph r of order it is a set of n(n - 1) elementary paths R(u,v) specified for all 
(ordered) pairs (u, u) of vertices of r. If all the paths R(u, U) of R are shortest paths 
from u to v we say that we have a routing of shortest paths. Let us call the load of a 
vertex v in a given routing R of a graph r, denoted by <(r, R, v), the number of paths 
of R going through 2’ (where v is not an end vertex). A routing for which the load 
of all vertices is the same will be called a unij~rm routing. The (vertex)-forwarding 
index of a network (r, R), denoted by &r, R), is the maximum number of paths of R 
going through any vertex v in r : t( r, R) = max,:E v 5( r, R, u). The minimum forwarding 
index over all possible routings of a graph r will be denoted by t(r) and be called the 
(vertex)-forwarding index of r : t(r) = minR [(r, R). We recall the following result 
which gives a lower bound for the forwarding index. 
Proposition 10 (Chung et al. [5]). Let r be a simple connected graph of order n. 
Then 
(9 
i”(r) 3 t c c (444 - 11, 
UE v GyLU 
(ii) 
if and only if there exists u uniform routing of shortest paths in r. 
Heydemann et al. conjectured in [lo] that in any vertex-transitive graph there exists a 
uniform routing of shortest paths and they proved that the conjecture is true for Cayley 
graphs. The following theorem shows that their conjecture is also true for quasi-Cayley 
graphs. 
Theorem 11. In any quasi-Cayley graph there exists a unijbrm routing of shortest 
paths. 
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Proof. The proof we give is similar to the one of [lo]. Let r = QC(Q, S) be a quasi- 
Cayley graph, let 1 be the right-identity element of Q. Let us recall that, for each (I in 
Q, we may define an automorphism 4U of r by cjo(q) = aq. The set of all (bN (a E Q) 
constitutes a regular family on Q (which is not generally a group, unlike in [lo] where 
the fact that the regular family is a group is used). 
For every vertex c # 1 in Q let P (1, c) be a shortest path from 1 to c. One can then 
define a routing of shortest paths as follows. For any .Y and J‘ in Q the path from s 
to ~1 is defined by R(x, y) = &(P( 1,4;‘( JS)). Th en the routing R is the set of paths 
{&,(P(l.r)); XEQ; L.EQ, I’ # I}. 
Let us choose a vertex SI of r. We are going to determine the load of x. 
Letrf I avertexofr,andletR,={&(Ch(l,c)); x-tQ}.LetP(l,c)=l,rrl,u~..... 
u,/ = t’ where d, denotes the distance from 1 to 2’. There exists one and only one XI in 
Q such that XI ul = cx, one and only one x2 in Q such that ~224 = Y, , one and only 
one .x,/, -1 in Q such that xd, _ 1 u,l, -1 = x. Therefore, if we consider the paths of R, , :! 
occurs exactly once in first position, exactly once in second position, exactly once in 
position II,. - 1. Then the load of !Y. due to the paths of R, is l/, - 1. 
This is true for any L’ # 1 in Q, then the load of x is c,.#,(d, - 1). This load is not 
dependent on x and, therefore R is a uniform routing of shortest paths. 0 
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